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As the number of customers wanting to adopt integrated hosted services jumped 41 
per cent last year, it is clear that ICT suppliers will not preserve themselves unless they 
bolster their ability to properly qualify more sophisticated customers and win more 
deals. Given a choice, people will stick with what they know and what has worked in the 
past. Directing sales to bid on deals they can win needs change led from the top. 

Against this backdrop of complex customer requirements, Larato’s study uncovers concerns about 
the ability of sales staff to get the measure of new technology. Aligning products and services 
to the multiple demands of customers remains a challenge to accurately qualifying deals. 

Today’s ICT market is no place for laggards. 
Winners will be the pace setters, doers and those willing to 
embrace change. This #HelpMe guide sheds light on the key 
findings of Larato’s research into what it takes to pinpoint deals 
you can win, and offers an action plan designed to get you 
fully up to speed with these rapid industry developments. 

Introduction by Dr. Lucy Green

About #HelpMe
Larato surveyed business leaders from all areas of the ICT 
buy and supply landscape about the challenges they face 
to thrive in today’s markets. The results prompted Larato 
to develop a series of structured #HelpMe guides based 
on resolving all of the challenges and issues highlighted 
by its research. Larato then invited some of today’s most 
talented industry commentators to drill into the research 
results and provide insightful perspectives that put a 
spotlight on the pressing need to activate transformative 
sales and marketing strategies.

The knowledge 
driven buyer has raised 

the bar for sales people to 
be more informed and better 

prepared to bring value to 
the interaction

Sirius Decisions
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Dr. Lucy Green is a respected ICT business 
development specialist with a proven record for 
developing the potential of technology companies.    

Ian Hunter is Editor at Comms Business 
Magazine and runs the Comms Business 
Convergence Summit Expo Speaker Program.  

Jocelyn Lomer is the owner and MD of 
Cereno a service provision specialist for video, 
audio, web and collaboration solutions.

Chris Wood has worked within the IT sector 
for over 20 years and is now CIO at Sift, one of 
the UK’s leading digital media companies.   

Sue Tabbitt is a prolific business and technology 
writer for publications and web sites including The 
Telegraph, The Guardian and The VAR Magazine.  

Bryan Betts is a freelance journalist who has 
written for a wide range of publications, including 
The Register and Computer Weekly.

Adrian Bridgwater writes regularly for 
Computer Weekly and Cloud Pro, specializing in 
cross platform software application development.

Anna Britnor Guest has a successful IT sales 
record while her practice, Leading Edge Coaching, 
develops clients’ go-to-market and sales capabilities.

Bart Delgado is a business mentor and MD 
of Akixi Ltd that delivers Call Management and 
Call Centre reporting services through the cloud.

David Dungay is Deputy Editor of Comms Business 
Magazine and has a particular interest in emerging 
technologies across mobile and M2M markets.

Stuart Gilroy has produced a number 
of technology publications and is currently 
Editor of Comms Dealer Magazine.

Contributors to the #HelpMe series
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Some deals can be bad business

by Stuart Gilroy

ICT business leaders are witnessing huge changes in the market, and 
keeping up with technological developments is no mean feat. With 
their sales pipeline and reputation at stake, the ability to discern 
good from bad business is critical, but spotting a good prospect has 
become an art form that many sales leaders are failing to master. 

Clear vision is required, along with leadership. Without these qualities 
sales staff lose direction – and with targets to hit it’s easy to see how 
some sales leaders lack the confidence 
to say no to bad business and lead by 
example. Just one bad deal could result 
in a costly and long-term headache. 
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Some deals can be bad business

by Stuart Gilroy

Larato’s research confirmed that new technology, regulatory change, under-pricing and uncertainty – 
to name just four stress points – can confuse the picture. Larato’s data also showed that the number 
of customers interested in integrated hosted services jumped 41 per cent in a year, bringing into 
question the ability of ICT leaders to weigh up the viability of complex bids in terms of deal size and 
margins available. Another challenge is bringing the elements of an integrated solution together 
seamlessly.
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Some deals can be bad business

by Stuart Gilroy

Nor is that all: Larato’s study identified a high 
number of ICT business leaders with an ambition to 
ramp up win rates this year and increase deal sizes 
(88 per cent and 70 per cent respectively). But their 
ability to deliver good business is in question. Even 
worse, 38 per cent of those surveyed stated that 
their portfolio of products and services will be at 
odds with the requirements of their prospects within 
a year.

The scope for ICT suppliers to do bad business is 
widening, sending leadership skills and consultancy-
based sales processes to the top of the ICT business 
leader’s agenda.

Bidding for business 
you can win and qualifying out of 

the deals you can’t win is understood 
by successful sales professionals whereas 
the natural instinct for most sales people 
is to shoehorn in a hopeless product that 

will not come close to meeting the buyers’ 
needs

Ian Hunter,
A distinguished Telecoms industry expert and  

editor of Comms Business
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Don’t bid on a request for a proposal you haven’t influenced 

by Stuart Gilroy

There are some notable shifts taking place in the 
sales dynamic and to be unresponsive to changes 
in the ‘who’ and ‘how’ of buying is to tread a familiar 
– and doomed – path. The high number of ‘do 
nothing’ decisions highlighted by Larato’s research 
reflects a widespread inability among sales people 
to influence Requests for Proposals (RFPs) from the 
outset, making failure almost inevitable when selling 
to well informed buyers who are already 60-70 per 
cent of the way through a traditional sales cycle 
before considering a RFP.

The new 
connected economy is not 

just about ecommerce transactions 
and the ability to pay for goods and 

services over the wire. Before any sales 
are made, there is a crucial layer of online 

profiling built up by firms who have 
grasped the online fabric and delivered  

a message appropriate to their  
market segment

Adrian Bridgwater,
A respected and forward-thinking  

technology journalist
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Don’t bid on a request for a proposal you haven’t influenced 

by Stuart Gilroy

We don’t read RFPs from the end backwards, so why take a back-to-front line when considering 
them? Sales people should focus not just on the end result and winning the deal, but also on how 
they can, from the word go, influence a positive outcome by being practised at getting beneath the 
surface of a prospect’s business requirements before a RFP is created. 

Influencing a RFP from page one requires a solid set of consultancy skills that demonstrate relevant 
value and differentiation, and get results. Traditional ICT 
purchases follow a formal procurement process based largely 
on predefined needs. Now, sales professionals operate in a 
market characterised by unstructured demand, where buyer 
requirements are far more fluid compared to a traditional RFP-
based purchase.
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Don’t bid on a request for a proposal you haven’t influenced 

by Stuart Gilroy

Today’s sales consultants are expected to build on the prospect’s existing ICT and business 
process knowledge with additional insights into 
their operations. Therefore it is only the astute sales 
professionals who stand to win. They are able to 
skilfully influence the creation of RFPs and steer 
decisions in their favour by engaging with customers 
at a consultancy level, demonstrating a sincere 
responsibility and relevancy towards the buyer’s 
business as if ‘one of the team’.

Bidding on a 
request for proposal 

you haven’t influenced 
is a fast route to coming 

second - and in sales, coming 
second is the biggest waste 

of time and money 
Dr. Lucy Green,

Business Development Specialist
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The only reason for losing a bid is being outsold 

by Stuart Gilroy

Although not a life or death gladiatorial clash, when rivals go head-to-head over a 
sales opportunity the principles of winning and losing are the same. You don’t need 
to be Einstein to understand that the most prepared and empowered gladiator 
will triumph with a coup de grace. For the loser, it’s a bad day at the office. 

Bids are only lost by being outsold. Nothing separates 
a sales person from a signature on the dotted line 
as much as a lack of consultancy skills and side-
lining the homework. This is the one area that ICT 
suppliers have not yet, for the most part, come 
near to conquering. Preparation, not guesswork, 
must become the master of selling strategies. Also, 
more battles could be won if a policy of training and 
development is followed. Nothing beats preparation.

The sales road map 
has to have two core strands 

– the technology road map and the 
commercial road map and it is the task of 
the sales person to interpret between the 
two strands based upon their qualification 

of the customer business needs 
Ian Hunter,

A distinguished Telecoms industry expert and 
editor of Comms Business
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The only reason for losing a bid is being outsold 

by Stuart Gilroy

With preparation comes self-diagnosing questions: 
If a proposal has been bid and lost, did a forensic 
process of due-diligence qualify the prospect 
properly in the first place? As well as a scientific 
approach we need to consider the role of emotions 
in determining sales strategies. Some sales people 
bid out of fear: Fear of saying ‘no’ to the wrong type 
of business; fear of being seen by management as 
not selling; or fear of having no other prospects to 
follow up. This is just a small sample of emotion-
based scenarios. Small wonder Larato’s research found 
that 38 per cent of qualified bids crash and burn. 
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The only reason for losing a bid is being outsold

by Stuart Gilroy 

Many ICT businesses have reached a critical point where properly thought out sales campaigns must 
take precedence over a rat’s nest of disorganisation. There is little to be gained from advancing a 
bid submission that has not been fully qualified and understood by an outline proposal. It is folly to 
limp along with a lame pitch and trip over at the feet of the 4.5 people who now on average have a 
hand in buying ICT projects.

Some deals can be bad business but the trick is 
to pick your fights carefully. If not, a high price will 
been paid for failure, reflected in a lack of sales 
process, the polarisation of sales people from  
their customers, and even more unwanted ‘do 
nothing’ decisions.

Even if you have done 
a great job in qualification, 

you won’t win all of the 
deals. Sometimes you will be 
outsold. Three out of four is a 

realistic sales-win target 
Donal Daly,

CEO, The TAS Group
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#HelpMe Action Plan
I want to help my sales people bid on 
deals they can win

by Dr. Lucy Green 

Objective: Within a 12 month period, increase sales-win 
rates to 75% by helping sales people to qualify deals more 
accurately and avoid being outsold.  

Estimate the cost of the problem
Problem Number Cost

In the past year, how many deals did sales 
bid on that were clearly unwinnable?

How many winnable deals did 
sales bid on and lose? 

TIP 
Establish a policy of asking 

customers for proper feedback 
about why you lost a deal or why 
the buyer decided to do nothing. 

Don’t send a sales person to gather 
information like this. You won’t discover 

the real reasons because people 
are too polite. It is better to send 

an independent person who is 
experienced in gathering 

lost deal data

Dr. Lucy Green, 
Business Development 

Specialist
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Outline solution
Every lost deal leads to a better understanding of how to the win the next one. Helping your sales 
people bid on deals they can win will require strong leadership from you because you are likely to 
need to change your sales processes, sales management and possibly your company’s culture. 

Resources needed 
 High quality win-loss data.  Definitions of what good deals look like. 

  Sales enablement programme to 
help sales people qualify more accurately in real situations. 

Tasks and actions 

  Learn from buyers, sales and 

marketing why bids fail. 

  Subdue cultural inclinations 

towards “any business is good 

business”. Stop sales chasing 

every opportunity regardless of 

whether it is winnable or not. 

  Adopt a new way of qualifying deals 

to bid on and coach sales to use it.
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Results and outcomes achieved
NOTES PAGE
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I want to make more time for my sales 
people to sell #HelpMe
A salesperson’s role is to sell, so valuing their 
time, addressing their issues and supporting 
their efforts is an investment worth making.

I want to understand how buyers buy #HelpMe
The way buyers buy has fundamentally changed so 
it’s important to understand and assess the pitfalls 
this presents to the unwary sales person.  

I want to beat the competition #HelpMe  

Understanding the competition is crucial to business 
success, but identifying the real competition 
is more complex than most imagine. 

I want to change how sales sell #HelpMe
As a fast moving industry operating in a steadily evolving sales 
environment technology businesses need to adapt to survive.

I want to know how to innovate #HelpMe
Innovation is an industry buzzword we all want to be associated 
with, but what is innovation and how can we apply it practically?

I want to develop my business #HelpMe
How can you ensure your business ideas are on the right 
track and then make the most of them in the marketplace?

I want to recruit the right people #HelpMe
The organisation is evolving as the influx of Generations X, Y, Z 
brings change, challenges and opportunities to businesses.

Titles in this series:
I want to increase the number of my sales 
people meeting quota #HelpMe
By ignoring the unwinnable, aligning with the 
customer, and focusing on actually selling – the 
sales team can set itself up for success.  

I want to increase my sales wins rates #HelpMe
With subtle but significant shifts in what 
customers expect of sales, it’s time to look again 
at sales processes or risk losing business.

I want to educate buyers about my 
specific solutions #HelpMe
Today information is everywhere so it’s crucial 
to make sure customers receive the right facts 
about your offering, and in the right way.

I want to understand what is and isn’t working 
across my sales and marketing #HelpMe
A simple way to improve prospecting is to align 
sales and marketing into a cohesive strategy 
focused on outcomes not outputs.

I want to help sales people bid on 
deals they can win #HelpMe
Although it’s hard to ignore an  
opportunity, the reality is that some  
business is just not worth bidding  
for so it’s best to let it go.
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What does Larato do?
Larato are business development experts. We understand how buyers buy and suppliers compete, helping sales sell 
more. Our team of independent experts are helping businesses win business everyday by bringing marketing and 
communications together with strategy and business development. 

For more details about the data behind these articles or to find out how we can help you, please contact Larato. 

@DrLucyGreen
www.larato.co.uk
+44 (0)3303 132 231
Lucy.Green@larato.co.uk

Salespeople 
today ARE the 
differentiator

Jill Konrath,  
author of ‘SNAP selling’ and ‘Conversations that sell
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